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CRAFTSMANSHIP

Every clock is built-
to-order, by people 
passionate about the 
craft of building time 
for clients. Always 
personal, always 
on-time, and always 
on-budget.

From old world 
Roman style to con-
temporary modern, 
an analog clock is 
a notable feature 
bringing importance 
and comfort to the 
building

All clocks are digi-
tally controlled and 
synchronized with 
GPS for accuracy

TRADITION

An outdoor post/street clock is a great way to enhance a street-
scape or park environment where people congregate and walk. 
A post clock is really an Outdoor Time Feature Sculpture which 
adds comfort and importance to a special area. With a header 
panel and/or a dial, it can easily be customized for naming for 
such things as memorials, cities, parks, dates, etc. Often it is 
the highlight of a project.

BENEFITS OF POST / STREET CLOCKS

INSTALLATION

Typically a foundation is poured with bolts for the clock, similar 
to a light pole, with 120v power up through the center, typically 
performed by the site electrician. Site-specific engineering 
drawings are available or the clock can be bolted-down to an 
existing pad if thought suitable. If electrical service cannot be 
delivered, self-setting DD lithium industrial clock movements 
can be substituted.

- Cast/fabricated all-aluminum post and head
- Finished in Architectural grade powder coating, hammer    
  black, silver, bronze or green (black is the default color)
- Tempered glass crystals which don’t haze and are very   
  durable
- Fully automatic clock controls which reset automatically for   
  DST changes and power interruptions
- Back-lit dial with warm (or cool, depending on the dial style)   
  white LED’s
- Illumination control by the masterclock - on/off dusk/dawn,       
  self-adjusting 
- Header panels (if applicable) with custom text
- Customizable dials
- Modern style head (24”, 30”, 36” or 42”) can be sized with   
  post heights
- Gold or silver pin-striping on the bezels

STANDARD FEATURES

CONSIDERATIONS WHEN ORDERING

- Viewing distance and angles for 2 or 4 faces
- Power supply requirements
- Foundation requirements

TECHNOLOGY

LUMICHRON 
POST / STREET CLOCKS

Lumichron Post/Street Clocks feature a free-standing two or four-faced 
clock on a post for bolt-down installation onto a concrete foundation similar 
to a light pole. Traditional or Modern styled, with a variety of heights and 
head sizes, fully automatic time controls with internal back-lit illumination.

FOR PRICING, CSI SPECIFICATIONS, ETC., PLEASE CALL OR EMAIL




